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The Problem

Current paradigm for IoT:
- Sensors collect streams of information from devices
- Phones, cars, microwaves, lightbulbs, etc.

The storage, privacy, and security of streams of user data is key.

Case 1: No privacy policy
- Too privacy invasive for users
- If user privacy is compromised, user adoption will stall
- The IoT platform will not have a critical mass of users

Case 2: Uncompromising privacy policy
- Not much data is available to IoT application developers
- Platform does not solve interesting use cases

The Solution

We create two services to investigate IoT privacy policies

- **BuildingDepot**: Stores streams of information with relevant metadata and generates virtual sensors to answer IoT queries.
- **ActiveMap**: Allows the Giotto stack to provide context-aware responses that can open up new application domains to developers and end users while enforcing a user-defined privacy policy. Keeps track of relationships between people, places, and IoT objects.

ActiveMap

Consider the following scenario that Giotto enables. We will walk through the role of ActiveMap in making this scenario possible.

ActiveMap also provides the granularity of the response they receive.

In addition, the developer also needs to have their query verified by the Giotto stack. In this case, CMU Sports would define the purpose of their query, and Giotto would confirm a legitimate reason to query for a user’s data.

Future Work

We are making an interface that maps out people, places, and things for the purpose of visualization and future testing.